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	Those of you who have to deal with more than a handful of iPhones, iPads, or iPod

	Touches already know why you manage iOS devices. For everyone else, “manage”

	is not a short way to say “impose draconian control.” Managing devices on your

	network, including iOS devices, not only makes your life easier, but should also

	make life easier for your users.





	That’s my core philosophy with regard to device management. In the end, device

	management has to make life easier for the user.





	A happy side benefit to this is that when done right, it makes your life easier,

	too. When a user can personally take an iPhone from activation to full network

	integration in two to three steps and about five minutes, it frees you and that user

	to actually do stuff with the gear.

	 


	The iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad are not just consumer devices. Apple's popular iOS devices are rapidly spreading through the business market in increasing numbers. In this thorough reference guide, IT professionals will learn from seasoned IT veteran John Welch how to deploy and manage iOS devices in the enterprise.

	 

	John uses a refreshing, straightforward approach to teach you how to manage iOS devices. And he covers a wide range of methods, from managing just a handful of devices to dealing with hundreds. You'll find out when using iTunes for management is good enough and how to get the most out of that simple tool. You'll also explore what you can do with Apple's free iPhone Configuration Utility, from setting up applications and provisioning to specifying precisely what users can do with their devices. He'll show you how to use the iPCU (iPhone Configuration Utility) to install enterprise apps on an iOS device, do extensive management, and distribute profiles via USB, by email, and over the air (OTA). For environments that require large deployments with huge numbers of iOS devices, you'll get instruction on using SCEP (Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol). And he’ll take you even further to learn how to use Mobile Device Management (MDM) to push changes out to devices.

	 

	This book includes:

	
		A no-nonsense style of instruction from experienced IT professional and popular presenter John Welch


	
		Simple, clear explanations that make principles easy to apply to your own environment


	
		Insider tips to ensure success and avoid common problems


	
		The basics, including management with iTunes and iPCU (iPhone Configuration Utility)


	
		Advanced topics, such as server setup and wireless application distribution
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Maya Studio Projects Texturing and Lighting (Wiley Desktop Editions)Sybex, 2011


	“Half of good lightingâ•‡ is good texturing, and half of good texturing

	is good lighting” is my favorite sage advice to new animators. It’s difficult to separate the

	two areas of computer animation. Texturing—the re-creation of specific surface qualities

	through the application of shaders,...
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Forest Analytics with R: An Introduction (Use R!)Springer, 2010

	
		R is an open-source and free software environment for statistical computing
	
		and graphics. R compiles and runs on a wide variety of UNIX platforms
	
		(e.g., GNU/Linux and FreeBSD), Windows, and Mac OSX. Since the late
	
		1990s, R has been developed by hundreds of contributors and new capabilities
	
		are added each month....
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Disasters at Sea (Disasters Up Close)Lerner Publications, 2007
For thousands of years, the perils of the sea have claimed uncountable numbers of victims. Bad weather, rocks and icebergs, equipment failures, human error, and many more types of tragedies have all sent ships to watery graves. While modern technology has made sea-going vessels safer and rescues easier, there still are terrible disasters that...
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Nanotechnology and Nano-Interface Controlled Electronic DevicesElsevier Limited, 2003
The International Workshop on Nanotechnology and NICE Devices (IWNND) was held on March 19 and 20, 2002 at Nagoya Congress Center, Nagoya, Japan. This international workshop was organized as one of the important events of the Nagoya Nanotechnology International Forum 2002 (NNIF2002), from March 18 through 20, 2002. Needless to say, Nano-Technology...
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Pro SharePoint 2010 SearchApress, 2011

	Pro SharePoint 2010 Search gives you expert advice on planning, deploying and customizing searches in SharePoint 2010. Drawing on the authors’ extensive experience of working with real-world SharePoint deployments, this book teaches everything you'll need to know to create well-designed SharePoint solutions that always keep...
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CSS Master: Organized, Fast Efficient - CSS Done Right!SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2015

	
		CSS Master is tailor-made for the web designer who's really serious about taking their skills to the next level. Discover how to keep ahead of the game by adhering to best practice and employing the most effective cutting-edge CSS techniques.

		
			Organize your CSS to create the most efficient and most...
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